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Week 4 Day 5: Cursive Vocab anatomy

anatomy
Novicbbbb
Synonyms

Definition:

Part of
Speech:

We/caught/an//
Antonyms

/ant/to/observe/
/it's///////////
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Week 4 Day 5: Word Problems
There are 8 colonies of ants. Each
colony has 148 ants. How many ants
are there altogether?

All of these ladybugs have 6 dots. There
are 27 butterflies. How many dots are
there altogether?

There are 108 grasshoppers. They want
to split into 12 groups. How many
grasshoppers will be in each group?

The bees were collecting honey. There
were 9 bees collecting honey. They
collected 342 liters altogether. How
much did each bee collect?
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Week 4 Day 5: Correct Sentences
Add the correct punctuation.

Fix all the spelling errors.

The ants were marching up the

The be landed softly on a flour. It was
Hungry and wanted to eet pollen.

hill

They could smell a picnic

and they knew there would be
apple juice

The oldest ant

named Anthony led the group
they need to bring enough
supplies back to the anthill that
would feed hundreds of ants
but they couldnt bring home
anything with poison.
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A grasshopper maks a sound by rubing
its legs against its wings.

Week 4 Day 5: Research a Bug

Draw your bug and write a story about it including some of your facts!
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